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The creation of wealth has always been regarded as a process that requires hard work and

luck--often at the expense of others. In this remarkable book, the author of Quantum Healing and

other bestsellers reveals how to align with the subtle yet powerful, unseen forces that affect the flow

of money in our lives.
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Teilhard de Chardin said, "We are spiritual beings having a human experience." Chopra builds on

this powerful thought in this recording that expands his life's work in spiritual approaches to daily

living. He explains the laws of pure potentiality, giving, karma, least effort, intention and desire,

detachment, and dharma and includes useful suggestions on how to apply these fundamental,

natural principles if one is truly searching for purpose and a satisfying life. Ancient Vedic concepts

form the basis of this philosophy of living that transcends the Eurocentric theological dogma that

seems to preoccupy Western thought, especially among Americans. With Chopra's rapidly growing

adherents and his appearance on the glib talk shows, look for this new release to attract attention.

The recording, read by the author, is also available in book form (Amber-Allen Pub., 1995), which

may appeal to those listeners willing to do the hard work required to successfully implement these

principles. For all public libraries.?Dale Farris, Groves, Tex.Copyright 1995 Reed Business

Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Chopra's teachings are distilled into seven simple principles which can be applied to all elements of



personal life to evoke success. The basic idea is that personal understanding and harmony promote

fulfilling relationships and material abundance without extra effort: chapters tell how to achieve it. --

Midwest Book Review

Simply astonishing. If you want a better life, you mist read this book. Just understand you have to be

in the right mindset to even process and apply the message but if you are, get ready to be changed.

This book is not about success as we generally think in relation to prestige and material wealth. It is

about life success and is a must read. Short, requires two three hours to read and weeks to

contemplate the incredible messages

I loved this. I will read it many more times. I highly recommend this to all who believe in this power.

I didn't realize this was an abridged version when I bought it. It works out well though because its

easy to travel with and pull out when you feel like studying it. All in all I am glad I bought it.

By far one of the best books!

i start on sunday with reading one law a day and it is my saving grace. it grows you spiritually and is

a good way to condition yourself as a loving being.

This is a good book about achieving spiritual and professional enlightenment. Mr. Chopra gives the

readers 7 steps to better understand themselves spiritually through meditation and finding your true

potential.

Very informative! The ideas were clearly stated and inspiring. Liked it so much, I next ordered the

movie by the same title which I also enjoyed immensely.
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